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Space reservation deadline: April 7, 2022
Our Trend Annual issue—showcasing art, design, architecture, and cuisine—will feature the unique and
sophisticated style of New Mexico’s artists and artisans. Don’t miss your chance to be featured in this
beautiful publication, one respected by readers and advertisers nationwide for its inspiring, high-quality
content.
With a distribution of 20,000 copies, Trend Annual 2022 will be available from late May 2022 to January 2023 at
hotels, advertiser venues, and premier locations throughout Santa Fe, Albuquerque, Abiquiu, and Taos, as well
as on newsstands in the US and Canada.
Trend magazine ads stay online indefinitely at trendmagazineglobal.com. Trend magazine’s full-page sponsored
content ad is $3,000 for 125 words and one image; $4,000 for a two-page spread ad, 250 words and two or three
images. These prices include design.
In all cases, we design your advertisements to focus both on the artist and their galleries, providing buyers from
around the world with vital information while helping galleries and artists increase their exposure and sales.
—Cynthia Canyon, Publisher and Founder

Mark these dates on your calendar:
Space reservation, art, advertorials, and art bonus materials due: April 7, 2022
Issue distributed: May 2022–January 2023

TREND a magazine of art + design + culture | trendmagazineglobal.com
po box 1951 santa fe nm 87504
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CHARLOTTE SHROYER

ALEXANDRA ELDRIDGE

T

here was little exposure to art in the rural
area of central Ohio where Charlotte Shroyer grew up. It was not until many years and

several successful careers later that she discovered
her talent as an artist.
Most of Shroyer’s professional life was spent in
academia, as a teacher and college professor, and
she took art classes at various universities along
the way. Everything finally came together when
she made a completely unexpected move to Taos,
in 1999, a place she admits she never expected to
be. “Call it fate, call it chance, whatever you will,”
she says, “but it happens.”
She describes herself as a painter “inspired by
history, literature, and imagination,” interests that
SOME ARE BORN TO SWEET DELIGHT, MIXED MEDIA, 60” X 48”

are clearly evident in the works reproduced here.
Dog of the Night was inspired by The Dog Stars,
a book by Peter Heller. “I see images when I read,”
she says, “and I was so struck by the part the dog
played in that story that I wanted to transform
those images into reality.”
Of Time Past reflects her love of historical European abbeys, and Not Alone, an abstract, emphasizes the connection between humans and animals. “No one is alone,” she says. As for The Odd
Couple, she admits to having no idea where that
came from. “It just appeared.”
Although Shroyer’s work is clearly influenced
by Picasso, she says it is hard to know what really
influences painters. “We are composites of what
we see, hear, and experience, and everything goes

From left:
The Odd Couple, oil on paper, 6” x 4”, 2021

into the brain and comes out in ways we never
expect. I generally have no idea how my pictures

Dog of the Night, monotype with pastels, 8” x 8”, 2020

are going to turn out.”

alexandraeldridge.com

Not Alone, monotype with oil and pen, 8” x 8”, 2021
Of Time Past, oil on canvas, 20" x 16", 2021

Nüart Gallery
670 Canyon Road
Santa Fe, NM 87501
505-988-3888
nuartgallery.com

charlotteshroyer.com | Studio: 704 Zuni Street, Taos, NM | 575-751-0375
jackiestradingpost.com | 129 North Plaza, Taos, NM | 575-758-4828
trevisan-international-art.com | Trevisan International Art | Ficarolo, Italy
trendmagazineglobal.com

Friesen Gallery
320 First Avenue North
Ketchum ID, 83340
208-726-4174
friesengallery.com
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Example of two-page art advertorial, designed by Trend, $4,000 (250 words by Trend writer)

SOMERS RANDOLPH

ADVERTISEMENT

Diehl Gallery
155 West Broadway
Jackson, WY 83001
307-733-0905
diehlgallery.com

Example of full-page art advertorial, designed
by Trend, $3,000, gallery contact info provided
by client
ADVERTISEMENT

stone sculptor

Mary Stratton in her Taos gallery/studio

MARY STRATTON

A

BETTE RIDGEWAY

B

fter completing art and design school, Mary Stratton placed her desire to be an artist on the back

ette Ridgeway’s oeuvre of artistry and her signature technique of “layering light”

burner while she raised her family and pursued careers in advertising and real estate. She had

stems from her unorthodox process of paint pouring that creates gem-like veils

“kept a brush in her hand” all the while, and when she retired, she made a purposeful move to the

of transparent color. She has employed this style since the mid-1970s, placing her

Southwest to be surrounded by the colorful landscape and culture. Once there, she began to follow her

among the second generation of American Abstract Expressionists. Her mastery of details

dream to be a fulltime artist.

like paint density, the regulation of paint flow, and color harmonies allow for serendipity

Stratton started painting from home and soon began showing her work at art shows and some select

while she skillfully maneuvers the canvas angle and surface tautness to move the paint and

Taos galleries. She worked for several years with hot wax (encaustic) but eventually found that cold wax

shape and layer the color.

thoroughly enjoys the interaction with art buyers from around the country.
Stratton’s abstract paintings are primarily distinguished by their vivid color combinations and geometric approach. “My love of color just flows onto my boards,” she says, “and as for seeing things in a geometric way, I guess that’s the result of drawing so many floorplans in design school.”
Stratton feels she has finally “arrived” as an artist. “I love what I am doing, my work is selling, and I have
thousands more paintings in my head,” she says. Her work is successfully consigned in Aspen, Colorado,
and her plan is to expand her exposure into additional Southwest art markets.

marystrattonart.com |

Gallery/Studio: 102 Dona Luz St. | Taos, NM | 575-770-0760

EMILY WILDE OF EWILDE GRAPHIC DESIGN

and oil was her true medium. Today, she paints daily in her own gallery/studio just off the Taos Plaza and

Example of full-page art advertorial, designed
by Trend, $3,000, (125 words by Trend writer)

Ridgeway enjoys international recognition, exhibiting globally in over 80 museums, universities, and galleries, including the Palais-Royale in Paris and the Embassy of Madagascar.
Prestigious awards include Leonardo DaVinci Prize, and Oxford University Alumni Prize at
the Chianciano Art Museum, Tuscany, Italy.

ventanafineart.com
400 Canyon Road, Santa Fe, NM 87501

Email to book studio tours: tours@somersrandolph.com | somersrandolph.com

Example of full-page art ad, $2,500, either
sent in camera ready by client, or designed by
Trend at our design fee

505-983-8815 | 800-746-8815

Example of full-page art advertorial, designed
by Trend, $3,000 (125 words by Trend writer)

Art advertorials: artist provides image(s) of artwork, Trend writes 125 words (full page) or 250 words (two page)
about artist or gallery, design fee is included. Art ads: client sends in camera ready ad or pays Trend a design fee to design.

Call your sales representative with any questions:
Cynthia Canyon, 505-470-6442, santafetrend@gmail.com
Mara Leader, 505-670-1056, mara@maraleader.com
Anya Sebastian, 505-920-9700, scribe505@fastmail.net
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